
World War I

Causes in Europe

1. Increased Nationalism

led by Germany – proud of 

rising industrial and military 

power, seeking “living space”
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2. Increased Militarism 

industrialization + nationalism

arms race throughout Europe

3. Imperialism

competition for colonies
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4. Alliance Systems formed

Allies – GB, FR, Russia, later 

US

Central Powers – Ger, Italy, 

Austria-Hungary

various alliances signed treaties 

for mutual protection
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5. Assassination of Archduke 

Franz Ferdinand of Austria

triggers alliances into various 

declarations of war
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Begins War in Europe 1914

Characteristics of Fighting

1. Trench Warfare

2. No Man’s Land
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3. New Weapons

machine gun, tanks, airplanes, 

poison gas, U-Boats

U-Boats especially dangerous

German subs used for blockades

despised by U.S
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Germany’s Dilemma

fighting on two fronts

Russia to the east, GB and FR 

to the west

The Schlieffen Plan
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Russia’s Dilemma

poorly equipped

large population, isolated in the 

east

political instability with Czar 

Nicholas II
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Course of War

trench warfare leads to a 

stalemate

results in “total war”

1. Conscription

2. Taxation for war effort
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3. Role of Women

nurses on battlefield – Red 

Cross

replaced men in workplace

industrial production

efforts led to suffrage – US, GB
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4. Use of Propaganda

to control of public opinion

Examples

protect nation from casualty #’s

restrict literature, arts, movies
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America’s Position

neutrality when war begins

*Who opposed the War?

opposed by many recent 

immigrants/naturalized citizens 

with ties to Europe
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*Who supported the War?

increased sympathy for the 

Allies, common links with GB 

and FR

opp. to German aggression
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*Wilson re-elected 1916

“He kept us out of war.”



Causes of U.S. Entry

1. U-Boat blockades 

2. The sinking of the Lusitania

3. Germany revoked promise of 

the Sussex Pledge

4. “unrestricted submarine 

warfare” resumed



Causes of U.S. Entry

5. The discovery of the 

Zimmermann Telegram

March 1917 – 4 more Am. ships 

sunk by U-Boats

March 1917 – Wilson asks for and 

receives from Congress a 

declaration of war against Germany



Russia Withdraws From War

Bolshevik Revolution 1917

Communists led by Vladimir Lenin 

and Leon Trotsky

overthrow Czar Nicholas II

believed that Russian involvement 

was the czar’s war

Treaty of Brest-Litovsk 1917



Beginning of the End

U.S. to war early 1918

“to make the world safe for 

democracy”

2 million “Yanks” sent

morale boost to Allies

economic boost to help finance the war

Wilson – no neutrality, begins to focus 

on the peace



Beginning of the End

Spring 1918

Allies drive Germans out of 

France and Belgium

G. people hungry, frustrated



Beginning of the End

Kaiser William II steps down in 

Nov. 1918

11:00 on 11/11/18 – Germany 

signs an armistice 

“The Great War” over



The Homefront

1. Selective Service Act

2. War Industries Board

3. Fuel Administration

4. Food Administration –

Herbert Hoover

5. Liberty Bonds – finance war





















The War At Home

6. Committee on Public 

Information – George Creel

creation of anti-German 

propaganda

hired artists, used movie stars 



The War At Home

There are citizens of the United States ... who have 

poured the poison of disloyalty into the very 

arteries of our national life; who have sought to 

ring the authority and good name of our 

Government into contempt ... to destroy our 

industries ... and to debase our politics to the uses 

of foreign intrigue.... [W]e are without adequate 

federal laws.... I am urging you to do nothing less 

than save the honor and self-respect of the nation. 

Such creatures of passion, disloyalty, and anarchy 

must be crushed out. Woodrow Wilson, 1916
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7. Espionage and Sedition Acts

Schenk v. United States

Abrams v. United States

Both laws were upheld – “clear and 

present danger” doctrine – Holmes 

Eugene Debs’ speech

Boy Spies of America 
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Section 2

Whoever, with intent or reason to believe that it is to be used to the 

injury or the United States or to the advantage of a foreign nation, 

communicated, delivers, or transmits, or attempts to, or aids, or 

induces another to, communicate, deliver or transmit, to any 

foreign government, or to any faction or party or military or naval 

force within a foreign country, whether recognized or unrecognized 

by the United States, or to any representative, officer, agent, 

employee, subject, or citizen thereof, either directly or indirectly a 

document, writing, code book, signal book, sketch, photograph, 

photographic negative, blue print, plan, map, model, note, 

instrument, appliance, or information relating to the national 

defence, shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than 

twenty years: Provided, That whoever shall violate the provisions 

of subsection:
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(a) of this section in time of war shall be punished by death or 

by imprisonment for not more than thirty years; and

(b) whoever, in time of war, with intent that the same shall be 

communicated to the enemy, shall collect, record, publish or 

communicate, or attempt to elicit any information with respect 

to the movement, numbers, description, condition, or disposition 

of any of the armed forces, ships, aircraft, or war materials of 

the United States, or with respect to the plans or conduct, or 

supposed plans or conduct of any naval of military operations, 

or with respect to any works or measures undertaken for or 

connected with, or intended for the fortification of any place, or 

any other information relating to the public defence, which 

might be useful to the enemy, shall be punished by death or by 

imprisonment for not more than thirty years.
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Section 3

Whoever, when the United States is at war, shall wilfully make 

or convey false reports or false statements with intent to 

interfere with the operation or success of the military or naval 

forces of the United States or to promote the success of its 

enemies and whoever when the United States is at war, shall 

wilfully cause or attempt to cause insubordination, disloyalty, 

mutiny, refusal of duty, in the military or naval forces of the 

United States, or shall wilfully obstruct the recruiting or 

enlistment service of the United States, to the injury of the 

service or of the United States, shall be punished by a fine of not 

more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than twenty 

years, or both.
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8. Role of African Americans

200,000 served in segregated units

W.E.B. Dubois supported the war

hoped service would bring change
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Great Migration to north

increased job opportunities – why?

escape the Jim Crow south

set the stage for the Civil Rights 
movement post WWII
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9. Role of Women

took industrial jobs of men at war

volunteered – Red Cross

Alice Paul – National Women’s 

Party – radical feminism

results in 19th amendment after 

WWI
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Peace at Versailles



Peace at Versailles

Wilson’s Fourteen Points

called for open treaties, freedom 

of the seas, lower tariffs, arms 

reduction

also established a League of 

Nations – peace keeping force
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Peace at Versailles

The Big Three

George - GB, Wilson - US, 

Clemenceau - FR

power struggles with Wilson

different perspectives on war



Peace at Versailles

France and GB reject Wilson’s 

plan – too lenient on Germany

Meetings filled with anger

GB/FR call for revenge

1. Germany is demilitarized

2. War reparations – $33 billion
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3. War guilt clause

Wilson accepts these provisions 

to guarantee League is attached 

to the Treaty



Peace at Versailles

Weaknesses in Treaty lead to 

WWII

1. Germany – humiliated, 

economically crippled, severe 

post-war depression
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2. Germany stripped of all 

colonies

could have helped with 

reparations
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3. Russia – ignored at peace 

conference

had lost more territory than any 

nation, will want it back (Stalin)
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Wilson’s Mistakes in Versailles

took no Republicans esp. Senator 

Lodge – head of Foreign Relations 

Committee

No President had ever gone himself, 

accused of “grandstanding”
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“He kept us out of peace.”

Wilson returns home to “sell” 

the treaty to Congress and the  

American people
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Senate Opposition to the Treaty and 

League

many opposed the U.S. joining the 

League of Nations

problems with Article X

Reservationists

Irreconcilables

Internationalists
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Wilson’s Tour and Death

The Senate votes – 3 times

Treaty defeated

U.S. signs separate treaty with 

Germany in 1921 – reparations 

U.S. never joins League 



Peace at Home



Peace at Home



DBQ Notes

Don’t start paragraphs with (Doc 1) etcetc.

No thesis – no good score – put in INTRO

Context point – must go deeper than just a phrase 

or reference

Documents – must go deeper – connect to your 

thesis/argument to get the 4th and 5th points on the 

rubric – go beyond description

Outside information – must connect to 

thesis/argument

Don’t over-quote – you’re the writer!


